The mean length and the variability of coding sequences for 48 genomes of bacteria and archaea were analyzed. It was found that the plotted data can be described by an angular area. This suggests the followings: a) The variability of a genome increases as the mean length increases; b) There is an upper and a lower limit for variability for a given mean length; c) Extrapolation of the upper and lower limits to lower mean values converges to a single point which might be assimilated to a "primordial" cell.. The whole picture is reminding of a process which starts from a single cell and evolves into more and more species which, in turn, show more and more variability.
Introduction
The microbial genomes consist mainly of coding sequences (CDS) while non-coding sequences represent a minor proportion of the genome. Consequently the composition of coding genes, comprise most of the genome (~90%) and the bacterial genome size shows a strong positive relationship with gene number. The length of a CDS, measured by their number of base pairs, ranges between several hundreds and several thousands. A typical species of bacteria, like Escherichia coli contains around 5x10 6 bases which are organized in several thousands of genes each of them containing a CDS. Such series are quite suitable for the statistical analysis. It should be mentioned that while the correlation properties of DNA at the level of bases have been intensively studied for more than a decade, the series of coding sequence (CDS) lengths received very little attention [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although correlation characterization of CDS length series has been previously attempted on microbial genomes, a full statistical characterization has not been reported to date. While the older papers on the subject suggested a weak, long-range correlation the more recent papers, at contrary, brought evidence for short-range correlation and generally a non-uniform organization [3] [4] . The present work is part of a project which deals with microbial genome data as a space fluctuating series. Such a series can be characterized from a statistical point of view by their correlation and distribution properties. The subject of this paper is however limited to the variability of the CDS length series in the microbial genomes.
Materials and Methods
The following 48 genomes of bacteria and archaea were investigated: Acidovorax avenae subspecie citrulli AAC00- . from the EMBL-EBI data base. The species were selected such as to cover all main divisions of microbes as well as some of the main models used in literature (E. coli and B. subtilis). In case of E. coli and Staphilococus aureus various strains were included in order to compare the variability of the statistical properties of strains.
The extraction of the data, from the EMBL-EBI data base, was done with a program written in MATLAB. The length of coding sequences, expressed as number of base pairs, was calculated as the difference between the start and the end position of CDS in the genome. The mean value of the length is also available in the proteome section of EMBL-EBI data base. Variability of the CDS length series can be estimated by calculating the standard deviation of the series.
Results and Discussion
The variability of the length of coding sequences in a genome is illustrated in figure 1 . The plot shows that the lengths vary to a considerable extent along the genome. As the mean value of CDS length increases variability of the series also increases (figure 2). The interesting aspect of this plot is twofold: a) It shows there is a lower and an upper limit for the variability of CDS lengths. These limits seem quite linear and they tell that microbial species below and above these limits cannot exist; b) As the linear limits delimitate an angular space the lower the mean value of the CDS length the lower the variability which may exist for similar mean values. This points out to a hypothetic organism which has the lowest possible mean value and variability at around x=550 bp and y=250 bp. The whole picture looks like an evolving image. Starting from a single most simple species the picture evolves into more and more diversified species. The lower limit of the angular space is illustrated in figure 3 . It also includes the identification of each microbial species. This lower limit is remarkably linear and includes species belonging to quite different divisions. They include archaea, and bacteria (Divisions: bacteroidetes, firmicutes, and proteobacteria). Archaea are located in the lower part of the plot, being characterized by lower mean lengths and SD values. The problem of bacteria evolution is under continuous debate and figure 2 should not necessary be regarded as a time like picture (where times flow to the right). On the other hand is very tempting to look at it as a time evolution as the "origin" of the angular area might suggests a common ancestor for all microbes. If this is a distant ancestor then it is unlikely to find real microbes with close characteristics to "origin". A better answer should be postponed until more data will fill the plot in figure 2. However it suggests to direct investigation to mean lengths around 800 bp and lower. Also it is quite possible that the 48 species analyzed in this work cannot give a precise will need to analyze more microbial species in order to strengthen the upper and lower limits and to define more precisely the "primordial" species. It will also be very interesting to find how close to the "primordial" cell the real microbes may be located.
